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GENERAL PORTFOLIO CONSIDERATIONS 
 

 All portfolios will have a tactical 

component which would allow us to 

overweight or underweight selected 

asset classes.  

 Cash will likely be a component of 

your portfolio and will vary 

dependent upon our current macro 

outlook.  

 Since fixed income securities, by their 

nature, are unable to provide rising 

income and equities have the 

potential to increase their dividends, 

albeit with potential additional risk, 

they will also be considered as a 

component in your portfolio.   
 

 Municipal obligations may be 

employed in accounts whose tax 

status makes it advantageous to do 

so.  
 

 Capital gains exposure is an important 

consideration of every portfolio and is 

reviewed annually.   
 

 Allocations by investment objective 

can and updates on investment 

processes can be found online via 

EWMTV and our portfolio fact sheets, 

which are updated on a quarterly 

basis.   
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We use a team approach to help clients build and maintain wealth 

through investment strategies based on individual needs.  

Investment Objective, Investment Policy, & Asset Allocation 
All investment objectives represent our starting point to 

help determine the type of securities used in building your 

portfolio.  We take a core/strategic/tactical approach to 

categorize our investment selection and combine that with 

your tolerance for risk to apply our menu of investment 

ideas to your situation. We use discretion to actively 

manage your accounts based on technical indicators and a 

macro outlook of the market. This approach allows our 

Investment Management Team (IMT) to proactively seek 

new opportunities for growth & limit downside exposure.  
 

Disciplined Investment Management: Research & Security Selection 
Equity selection will be driven by technical analysis and is complemented by fundamental 

research. Daily processes are completed to minimize undue risk and volatility while 

attempting to   optimize real return. A macro strategy is utilized to indicate interpreted 

direction over various time frames. Once established, Asset Class/Sector strategy 

indicators are analyzed to confirm areas of strength and money flow.  Finally, investment 

level buy and sell decisions are implemented and produce our daily menu of stocks and 

ETFs. 

Investment Research:  Macro-Top Down & Security Bottom-Up Analysis 

Fundamentally, we rely on outside sources for information regarding ETFs and individual 

stocks. We apply a Weekly CHART (Current Holding Asset Review Technique) process 

which involves a review of the main areas of technical analysis: Trend, Sentiment, Sea-

sonality, Breadth,  and Fund Flows. The combination produces the EWM Macro Outlook 

which is utilized for investment decisions and communication to clients. Sourcing and 

technical analysis provide ideas for individual stocks and ETFs that are reviewed each 

morning during the Daily CHART. The Daily CHART allows the IMT to monitor holdings 

and determine an action plan that best fits the clients’ goals and needs.  
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Investment Philosophy 

 

 

Security Selection:  Technical Analysis & Investment Selection 

We believe that risk control for each portfolio holding is important and that technical analysis helps 

bring this to the table. We search for investments that offer a current return ratio of at least 2. Certain 

technical parameters used include RSI, MACD, and 14/50/200 period moving averages. Fundamental 

parameters are included but not limited to dividends, market cap, and  P/E to delineate quality choices. 

Finally, screens are created using technical analysis and are a final check to provide a small list of top 

picks that become part of the menu through a final review of chart patterns, price targets/stop levels, 

and certain points of resistance or support. This provides the tools necessary to engage in the portfolio 

analysis necessary to build our client portfolios by the various classes of risk and investment objectives. 

The final product is a menu containing, at most, 100 investment holdings across 13 portfolios (including 

many more for specific clients’ needs that we consider to be blends of those portfolios) that is tracked 

and reviewed daily by the IMT.   

Individualized Portfolio Analysis: Benchmarking & Construction 

The process of benchmarking involves establishing the proper global allocation and official benchmarks to use in order to track risk and 

performance.  A starting point used is based on normally acceptable indices from four main investment objectives as previously described 

and the information is applied to building portfolios from the menu of investments created.  Over the course of a market cycle (generally 

5 years), certain tactical & cyclical investment decisions may be made that may cause certain market sectors to be under- or 

overweighted.  The risk versus return of these decisions is monitored on an ongoing basis. We believe technical analysis provides an 

opportunity to proactively manage accounts based on market outlook. Using this analysis we look to capitalize on buying opportunities 

presented by corrections in the market. Positions may be increased or reduced as price, performance, and market conditions warrant.  

With this in mind, performance is tracked for every account and every investment held within our menu on a regular basis. Investment 

performance will be reviewed at least annually to determine the continued feasibility of achieving the client’s investment objectives as 

well as the appropriateness of the Investment Policy Statement for achieving those objectives. Cash is considered an important piece of 

our portfolios. Our Strategic and Core portfolios hold ~2% to cover immediate needs and fees debited on a quarterly basis. Based on our 

top-down view, our cash position may fluctuate through a volatile market.  

Proactive Client Communication:  Portfolio Education & Review 
Clients receive a fiduciary review to discuss performance and updates to goals & objectives. The evaluation reviews asset allocation and 

highlights current and past account performance in light of stated guidelines. It also supplies relevant benchmarks against which the client 

may further measure performance.  We use our clients’ Investment Policy 

Statements to understand their goals & risks. We are able to use this 

information to map client needs and our products using Money Guide Pro. Risk 

and goals will be periodically updated to assure our investment strategies align 

with client aspirations.  

As we believe that client communication plays an important role in assuring 

our investment decisions align with  risk tolerance and goals, our processes are 

best performed by allotting all our focus to our daily routine. Communication 

with clients is ongoing and proactive. A part of our proactive approach is communication with clients regarding important updates and 

periodic check-ins. Educational materials including our current strategies for investment management can be reviewed online as well as 

other services provided to all clients including; videos on EWMTV, portfolio fact sheets, and live updates regarding our research processes 

and investment outcomes. Holistically, our Investment Management planning process assures our client portfolio allocations are reviewed 

monthly  to validate that portfolios are managed per our philosophy in accordance to clients’  best interests.    
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